We present method of automatically forecasting of solar cosmic ray (SCR) impact caused by solar flare and estimation of radiation hazard level. We use model of solar cosmic ray diffusion in general form and coupling functions for neutron monitors network with different altitudes and cut-off rigidities, including also space detectors like GOES-11, 12. Another observational data for estimation of energy spectra is multiplicity of CR registration by some neutron monitors. We demonstrate algorithms for automatic estimation of the event starting, determination time-evolution of SCR in space by coupling functions in the frame of spectrographic method, solving inverse problem for SCR generation in solar corona and propagation in the interplanetary space, automatic determining on the basis of CR observation data parameters of SCR generation in solar corona, escaping into solar wind, and propagation in space. We show that on the basis of these parameters it can be automatic forecasting on the basis of first about 0.5 hour data expected level of radiation hazards for full time of event (up to about 48 hours) for objects in space on different distances from the Sun, in magnetosphere at different orbits, and in atmosphere at different altitudes and cutoff rigidities. If for some objects expected level of radiation hazards will be dangerous, after about 0.5 hour from event beginning will be formatted and sent corresponding Alert. We take into account that for the first about 0.5 hour data from event beginning, when coming mostly only small flux of high energy particles -radiation hazards expected very small in comparison with more delay time when coming main part of SCR with energy  1 GeV, formatted sufficient part of radiation hazards.
1.Introduction
It is well known that in periods of great SEP (Solar Energetic Particle) events, the fluxes can be so big that memory of computers and other electronics in space may be destroyed, satellites and spaceships became dead (each year Insurance Companies paid billions dollars for these failures). Let us outlined that if it will be event as February 23, 1956 (see detail description in Dorman, 1957) , will be destroyed about all satellites in few hours, the price of this will be more than 10-20 billion dollars, will be total destroying satellite communications and a rose a lot of other problems. In periods of great SEP events is necessary to switch off some part of electronics for short time to protect computer memories. These periods are also dangerous for astronauts on space-ships, and International Space Station (ISS), passengers and crew in commercial jets (especially during great radiation storms).
The problem is how to forecast exactly these dangerous phenomena. We show that exact forecast can be made by using high-energy particles (about 2-10 GeV/nucleon and higher) which transportation from the Sun is characterized by much bigger diffusion coefficient than for small and middle energy particles. Therefore high energy particles came from the Sun much more early (8-20 minutes after acceleration and escaping into solar wind) and later -main part of smaller energy particles caused dangerous situation for electronics and people health (about 60 and more minutes later). As the first step, we use automatically working program "SEP-Start", supposed, developed and checked in the Emilio Segre' Observatory of Israel Cosmic Ray and Space Weather Center (Mt. Hermon, 2050 m above sea level, cut-off rigidity 10.8 GV). Using of this program on many CR stations and on satellites allowed determining automatically the beginning of SEP event. The second step is "SEP-Coupling" -using developed in Dorman (1957 Dorman ( , 1958 Dorman ( , 2004 ) method of coupling functions for transformation obtained at different altitudes and cutoff rigidities data on CR intensity to the space and calculation CR energy spectrum and angle distribution out of the Earth's atmosphere and magnetosphere, directly in the interplanetary space near the Earth. Before we made these complicated operations step by step on the basis of historical SEP events data during long time and determined flare energetic particle spectrum in the interplanetary space and its change with time by method of coupling functions (in scientific literature called as Dorman functions). Now we prepared algorithms and try to create program which will be made these calculations automatically after each new minute of CR data very quickly for time not more than few seconds (Dorman et al., 206a) .
The Third
Step "SEP-Inverse Problem" is based on theoretically solved by Dorman et al. (2006b) about 10 years ago inverse problem and determine time of ejection energetic particles, source function and transport parameters in dependence from particle energy and distance from the Sun. Several years ago we made corresponding calculations very long time, so obtained results cannot be practically used for forecasting. Now we prepared all algorithms and try to create program which will be made these calculations automatically after each new minute of CR data very quickly for time not more than few seconds. The Fourth Step "SEP-Forecasting" based on the theoretically solved direct problem and parameters founded in the Third Step and known coupling functions, we calculate time evolution of solar CR spectrum with time and expected total fluence (radiation hazards) in the interplanetary space for spaceships at different distances from the Sun in dependence of shielding, in the Earth's magnetosphere for satellites with different orbits, in the Earth's atmosphere for airplanes on different airlines in dependence of altitude and cutoff rigidities, and for ground at different air pressure and cutoff rigidities. Again, we checked all these mathematical procedures basing on real data of historical SEP events and it need so long time that it was not possible to use these results for forecasting of expected radiation hazards. Now we for this step also prepared all algorithms and try to create program which will be made these calculations automatically after each new minute of CR data very quickly for time not more than few seconds. To determine the quality of obtained results, after 5-10 minutes from beginning starts to work the final, Fives Step.
The Fives
Step "Checking of Forecasting Quality and Alerts" starts to work at 5-10 minutes after the event beginning. In this Step we compare expected (calculated in the Fourth Step by using coupling functions CR intensity for neutron monitors on different stations and on satellites) with observed. If the difference will be small enough (smaller than 10-20%) and the radiation hazards expected to be dangerous for spaceships in the interplanetary space, for some satellites in the Earth's magnetosphere, for airplanes on some airlines or for some objects on the ground, will be send corresponding Alerts with detail information on the expected radiation hazards calculated in the Fourth Step. After few minutes a
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Forward to automatic forecasting and … Dorman et.al. new, more exact Alerts will be sent. More and more exact new Alerts will be repeated each few minutes during the dangerous event. Let us outline that Step 1 finished to work after determining the beginning of SEP event, but Steps 2 -5 continued to work for each new minute. (Gvozdevsky et al., 2017) .
For each used CR stations we need to know exact values of atmospheric pressure h (in units 1000 g/cm
2 ) at the point of CR detector.
For each used CR stations we need to calculate coupling functions according to following formulas.
As it was shown in many CR expeditions and numerical calculations of meson-nuclear cascades in the Earth's atmosphere (Dorman, 2004 (Dorman, , 2009 , for the polar normalized coupling function (at
and for the normalized coupling functions at any point on Earth with cut off rigidity c R will be
Coupling function connects observed relative CR variation
by any detector in the Earth's atmosphere at pressure h with primary CR variation in space relative to primary galactic CR spectrum
is measured counting rate before the SEP event, and
, i.e. the change of detector's counting rate during the SEP event. The primary galactic CR spectrum before SEP event is
, and the primary CR variation in space is D
In this case according to method of coupling functions (Dorman, 1957 (Dorman, , 2004 ) observed relative CR variation will be Because in our method of determining spectrum of solar CR out of magnetosphere can be used also other CR secondary components, let us outlined that according to Dorman (2004) is the differential spectrum of galactic CR at 0  t (for which coupling functions are defined). This form of spectrum was observed at high energy region (more than ~ 1 GeV) practically in about all SEP events (Dorman, 1957 (Dorman, , 1978 Dorman and Miroshnichenko, 1968; Miroshnichenko, 2015) .
In Eq. 2.16 the parameters b(t),   t  depend on t and we will try to determine them from CR ground and satellite observations. Let us put Eq. 2.1b and Eq. 2.16 into Eq. 2.2. For calculating on-line expected spectrum of solar CR out of the Earth atmosphere and magnetosphere we need to know for each used CR station and each secondary component functions 
As some examples, on Figure 1 are shown Function (2.21) for ratio of CR intensity increasing on stations Tjan Shan to Moscow.
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(2.23)
Algorithms for the first stage: automatically determining the start of SEP event
The determination of increasing flux we suppose to make by comparison with intensity averaged for one day (1440 minutes) from 1560 to 120 minutes before the present Z-th one-minute data. the program "SEP-Search" repeat the calculation for the next Z+1-th minute and if Eq. 3.4 is satisfied again, the onset of great SEP is determined and starts the program "SEP-Research/Spectrum". In this case we use the last value of average intensities in both sections, determined on the basis of one day (1440 minute data). If Eq. 3.4 is not satisfied, the program "SEP-Search" continue to check next minutes up to the moment when Eq. 3.4 will be satisfied at least for two nearest minutes.
4. The inverse problem for the case when diffusion coefficient depends from particle rigidity and from the distance to the Sun. When we analyzed data of the SEP event at 29 September 1989, we obtained the strange big increasing of diffusion coefficient with time during this event. From obtained information we came to conclusion that it does not mean real increasing diffusion coefficient for so short time, but it means increasing diffusion coefficient with increasing the distance from the Sun with propagation SEP in the interplanetary space. Let us suppose, according to Parker (1965) , that the diffusion coefficient
(4.1)
In this case the solution of diffusion equation will be according to Parker (1965) 
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where i = 1, 2, 3, and 4. To determine x let us step by step exclude unknown parameters
, and then  . As result, we obtain equation for determining x and then by Eq. 4.3 determine times t1, t2, t3, and t4 of data relative to SEP injection into solar wind. After this we determine: 
where index i = 1, 2 or 3. Let us outline that for all i results must be the same (it can be used as control of correct calculations.
Algorithms for Comparison with Observations and Estimation of Expected Radiation Hazards
To check our forecasting we compare obtained results in the Stage 3 with observations at the beginning of SEP event. Expected variation of CR intensity will be for NM on the ground
Comparison with neutron monitor and satellite data (see Figures 2 and 3) shows that using about 20-30 first minutes of SEP event gives good agreement with all observed data up to about 48 hours.
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Forward to automatic forecasting and … Dorman et.al. and forecasting of total neutron intensity (on the abscissa axis the time t is in minutes after 10.00 UT of September 29, 1989). Curves -forecasting on the basis of the first 10 minutes, then on the basis of the first 15 minutes, then on the basis of the first 20 minutes, then on the basis of the first 25 minutes, then on the basis of the first 30 minutes, and so on. Small circles -observations one minute data. Fig. 3 . Combined forecasting on the basis of NM data and beginning of satellite data; comparison with GOES observations. Curvesforecasting of solar CR intensity with kinetic energy > 3 GeV, > 1 GeV, and > 0.1 GeV. Circles -observations on GOES of SEP intensity with energy > 0.1 GeV. It can be seen that after 5 minutes it is a big difference between forecasting and observed variations of solar CR intensity with kinetic energy > 0.1 GeV (in this short time diffusion regime does not formatted), but with time the coincidence became more close and fully coincident after 40 minutes up to about two days from the beginning of SEP event.
Forecasting of expected radiation hazards for space-crafts in the interplanetary space. In this case the Rc = 0 and Rmin will be determined only by shielding Rs = Rmin. The full radiation hazard during SEP event for distance r from the Sun will be determined by following fluency: (5.4) Automatically formatting corresponding Alerts when Radiation Hazards expected to be dangerous for electronics or/and people health In all cases, when the calculated radiation hazards expected to be dangerous for electronics, computer memories, or/and for people health, will be immediately send automatically formatted corresponding Alerts with information on the calculated in Section 8 expected fluencies for different cases.
